## About

Fix The Photo holds leadership in the demanding sphere of photography post processing services for more than 13 years. Our team consists of impressively skillful photo makers and experienced picture editors who are able to work with numerous image retouching programs, but mainly with Photoshop and LightRoom.

All these show that the work of professional photo manipulator cannot be monotonous. The circle of editing options makes the photo retouching job really a great field for realizing all ambitions. There are some of them that impress clients with constant creativity and outstanding picture outcomes. They are unusual photo montage services and time-taking photo restoration services.

---

### Eligibility

- First of all you must be a full-time student. This criterion is believed to be the most prominent one. If you cannot meet this demand, you must supply us with special acceptance letter from your College or University. Please note, that both College and University must have accreditation. Otherwise your application will be automatically cancelled.
- You also must have documents that will confirm your identity. That may be either identification number, identity card or other legal documents.
- Remember that all information that will be mentioned in your essay should be true to life. Our company will check carefully every detail that will be described in your text. If we find out that mentioned information is false or unreliable, your essay will not be considered.

---

### How To Enter

To start the application process and to be considered as a potential winner by our post processing company, first of all you should create your own essay by following all instructions, which will be described below as well as the topic.

When the text is ready, please send it to our email scholarship@fixthephoto.com

As soon as creative part will be finished, you should fill in the application form that you will find below. Please notice that you must be concentrated in order not to make mistakes, otherwise your form will not be activated.

---

### Award Amount

$1,500

### Deadline

The application submission deadline is May 31, 2017 11:59 PM EST.

### Website

http://fixthephoto.com/academic-scholarship